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Excalibur By Tini Howard Jul
21 2019 Collects Excalibur
(2019) #7-12. Captain Britain,
Gambit, Rogue, Jubilee and
Rictor are the new Excalibur!
Together they’re about to face
an old foe! Only this time they
are the hunters — and the
Warwolves are the game! The
team has just been baptized by
fire in a bloody and brutal
struggle against Morgan Le
Fay — and though Otherworld,
the source of Captain Britain’s
power, has been liberated from
Morgan’s magical clutches,
many threats remain! Excalibur
begins a journey to the
mystical Starlight Citadel —
but why is London burning
behind them? When the Citadel
commits an act of war,
Excalibur must respond! Torn
between Otherworld, Britain
and Krakoa, Betsy Braddock
will make her hardest decision
yet. And deep in Otherworld,
Apocalypse forges ahead
toward his ultimate goal.
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Excalibur by Tini Howard
Vol. 4 Apr 29 2020 The tower
and the storm! Captain Britain
and Excalibur have reunited at
last, and Otherworld is their
new domain. But an escort
mission is about to reveal deep
political unrest among
Saturnyne's court -- and a
brutal sacrifice will bear bitter
fruit! As guardians of the gate,
the members of Excalibur have
sworn to safely escort those
who quest to the Otherworld
within. But when doom returns
to Avalon, they will soon find
those duties tested to their very
limits. Tini Howard's mystical
mutant saga continues!
COLLECTING: Excalibur
(2019) 22-26
The Shadow Protocol Jul 13
2021 Move over Jason Bourne.
Here from Andy McDermott,
the New York Times bestselling
author who “raises the bar to
please adventure junkies who
prefer to mainline their action”
(Publishers Weekly, starred
review), is the high-octane start
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to a new series starring
American agent Adam Gray.
Filled with intrigue, adventure,
and non-stop action, The
Shadow Protocol is perfect for
fans of Robert Ludlum and
James Rollins. NO ONE CAN
KNOW HIM. NO ONE SHOULD
TRUST HIM. AND AMERICA
WON’T SURVIVE WITHOUT
HIM. Adam Gray is a cipher, a
disciplined loner conditioned
not to betray a single emotion.
Part of an elite team
spearheaded by a brilliant
neuroscientist, Gray is a covert
agent armed with PERSONA, a
device that allows him to copy
the brain patterns of the
terrorists and operatives he
meets in the field. For twentyfour hours he can recall their
memories. He can know every
detail of their plans. He can be
America’s worst enemy—before
he’s back to being Adam Gray
again. Now Gray and his team
are racing to stop a plot to
release a radioactive isotope
that could kill millions. And in a
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nerve-racking clandestine
meeting, Gray senses that his
cover is cracked and that the
mission—not to mention his
life—may be in grave danger.
But as they fight this violent
conspiracy around the globe,
another threat has emerged.
This one has the perfect cover,
the most unlikely double agent,
and the most terrifying power
of all. For a beautiful young
scientist has discovered an
unforeseen weakness in
PERSONA: Adam Gray’s own
past. Praise for the novels of
Andy McDermott “[McDermott]
raises the bar . . . nonstop highoctane action.”—Publishers
Weekly “Easily competes with
the works of Dan Brown and
James Rollins.”—Bookgasm
“True Indiana Jones stuff with
terrific pace.”—The Bookseller
“Adventure stories don’t get
much more epic than
this.”—Daily Mirror (U.K.) “A
writer of rare, almost cinematic
talent. Where others’ action
scenes limp along
unconvincingly, his explode off
the page in
Technicolor.”—Daily Express
(Scotland)
Excalibur Oct 16 2021 "The
novel is set in modern times
against the background of the
legendary Medieval Welsh
colonization of Mobile,
Alabama under the Prince
Madoc in the 12th century. The
modern Pendragon, King
Arthur's secret successor, must
recover Arthur's famed sword
Excalibur."--Publisher's
description.
Empire of Gold Sep 27 2022 A
RUMOR OF RICHES. A MAZE
OF MURDER. AND THE
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AFTER PRIZE. Nina Wilde and
Eddie Chase possess
extraordinary pieces of an
ancient puzzle that leads them
from Singapore to the jungles
of South America. Inside a
storm of political and drug
warfare, Nina is getting close
to one of history’s greatest
secrets: the mythical golden
city of El Dorado. As one
discovery unveils another, Nina
realizes that a legendary Incan
leader made a deal with his
Spanish captors—and hid
forever the real El Dorado.
Now, Nina and Eddie face a
maze of death traps and
betrayals, including one that
reaches into Eddie’s past in
Afghanistan, even into his own
family in England. Behind a
waterfall in Peru is an unfound
wonder of the world. And to get
there, Nina and Eddie may
have to sacrifice everything:
their friends, their love for one
another, even their lives.
Le Secret d'Excalibur Sep 15
2021 UNE EPEE MYTHIQUE :
Selon la légende, sa lame
procurerait une force
invincible. Voilà pourquoi
Excalibur, l'épée du roi Arthur,
a toujours été si convoitée. Elle
a disparu depuis l'époque des
Templiers. DES TUEURS SANS
PITIE : Un historien pense
l'avoir localisée. Mais, alors
qu'il tente de convaincre Nina
Wilde de financer une
expédition de recherches, il est
assassiné d'une balle en plein
coeur et des mercenaires
s'emparent de ses dossiers.
UNE COURSE CONTRE LA
MONTRE : La directrice de
l'agence internationale du
patrimoine doit absolument
retrouver Excalibur et protéger
son secret. Des déserts de
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Syrie aux étendues gelées de
l'Arctique, elle se lance, avec
Eddie Chase, un ancien agent
du SAS, dans une chasse au
trésor qui promet bien des
dangers...
Le Morte D'Arthur Sep 22
2019 This brisk retelling of Le
Morte D'Arthur highlights the
narrative drive, humor, and
poignancy of Sir Thomas
Malory’s original while
updating his fifteenth-century
English and selectively pruning
over-elaborate passages that
can try the patience of modern
readers. The result is an
adaptation that readers can
enjoy as a fresh approach to
Malory's sprawling
masterpiece. The book's most
famous episodes--the sword in
the stone, the cataclysmic final
battle--are all here, while
lesser-known key episodes
stand forth with new
brightness and clarity. The text
is accompanied by an up-todate bibliography, including
websites and video resources,
and a descriptive index keyed-like the retelling itself--to the
book and chapter divisions of
William Caxton's first printed
edition of 1485.
Excalibur Epic Collection Sep
03 2020 Collects Excalibur
(1988) #12-30. Amazing
adventures across the Marvel
Multiverse! England's premier
superteam takes their show on
the road in an interdimensional
odyssey. Kitty Pryde,
Nightcrawler, Rachel
Summers, Captain Britain and
Meggan face a truly epic
journey through incredible
alternate dimensions, gueststarring nearly every hero and
villain you can think of - or very
unreasonable facsimiles
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thereof! But what do Crusader
X, Centurion Britannus,
Chevalier Bretagne and Lady
London all have in common?
Why, they're all Captain
Britain, of course! Traumatic
transformations and titanic
tricksters await!
Secret of the Dragon's Eye
Jan 07 2021 Secret of the
Dragon's Eye is a tale of
fantasy for all ages, with a
high-spirited dragon named
Thaddeus Osbert and three
adolescents who befriend him.
Faced with danger and
intrigue, the children band
together with the dragon, to
thwart a German top-secret
mission, aimed at seizing the
mystical and magical sword of
King Arthur-Excalibur. By
combining their wits, their
courage, and their imagination,
the children overcome many
obstacles to forge friendships
as solid as time itself. Yet there
is a price to pay for their brave
intervention against the forces
of evil. Will they be willing to
once again battle incredible
odds to make amends? What
sacrifices will be required to
save their mythical, firebreathing friend from his preordained fate?
The Treasure Hunters Club
Dec 26 2019 Tommy Reed and
the Treasure Hunters Club
have been on many thrilling
treasure hunts, but their latest
undertaking will take every
amount of their smarts,
ingenuity, teamwork, youth and
grit. When a secret government
agency asks Tommy and the
Club to help them search for
the first of the mythical Twelve
Treasures they can't resist the
temptation. Find King Arthur's
sword Excalibur! But a secret
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society known as the
Brotherhood, led by a
mysterious man known as the
Baron, is also looking for the
great weapon for their own
use. The Baron's goal? Acquire
all of the Twelve Treasures and
create a new world order.
Unbeknownst to the Treasure
Hunters Club they have
stumbled on a plot for world
domination and a desire to
awaken an old evil. Join the
Treasure Hunters Club on the
quest for the Twelve Treasures
as they race against evil with
the fate of two worlds hanging
in the balance and no points for
second place. The Search for
Excalibur features a large cast
of new and unforgettable
characters. With an adventure
spanning two worlds, the third
installment of the Treasure
Hunters Club series, is the
most exciting and action
packed yet! LET THE QUEST
BEGIN!
The Valhalla Prophecy Apr
22 2022 For fans of James
Rollins and Matthew Reilly
comes a heart-stopping, globespanning adventure in Andy
McDermott’s explosive series
featuring American
archaeologist Nina Wilde and
ex-SAS bodyguard Eddie
Chase. MYSTERIOUS
RUNESTONES. AN ANCIENT
VIKING MYTH. AND A
PROPHECY OF LIFE OR
DEATH. In a Stockholm
museum, thieves steal an
enormous Norse runestone, but
not before killing a security
guard. When Nina Wilde, head
of the International Heritage
Agency (IHA), and her
husband, ex-mercenary Eddie
Chase, arrive to investigate,
they are told a chilling story: A
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scholar has discovered that the
stone may be one of two keys
to finding the mythological site
of Valhalla, where the Vikings
predicted the world’s final
battle would begin. The second
stone lies at the bottom of a
Norwegian lake. But when
Nina and Eddie race to the
scene, they’re hit with a
shocking surprise. Covert
agents from around the world,
including a ruthless mole in the
IHA, are drawn into a lethal
game, . Then a disturbing
secret surfaces from Eddie’s
past, involving a mission in
Vietnam and a woman he tried
to save. Suddenly suspicious of
her own husband, Nina cannot
afford to stop the perilous
search for the artifact. For
somewhere in a remote
wilderness, two forces are
about to converge: one that
could save the world . . . and
one that could destroy it.
Praise for the novels of Andy
McDermott “Raises the bar to
please adventure junkies who
prefer to mainline their
action.”—Publishers Weekly
(starred review), on The Hunt
for Atlantis “A fun, action-filled
James Bond/Indiana Jonesesque story.”—Geek Speak
Magazine, on Return to Atlantis
“Adventure stories don’t get
much more epic than
this.”—Daily Mirror (U.K.)
Sword Of Light Jun 19 2019
Introducing Rhianna
Pendragon: unlikely princess
and Camelot's last hope. It is
the darkest hour of the darkest
Age. King Arthur is dead, killed
by his wicked nephew,
Mordred. Saxon invaders
rampage across the land and
forces of evil are gathering.
The path to the throne lies
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open to Arthur's only remaining
flesh and blood - Mordred. But
there is one with a better claim
than Mordred - Arthur's secret
child, Rhianna. Brought by
Merlin to enchanted Avalon as
a baby and raised there for
protection, the king's heir must
take up a vital quest: to search
for the four magical Lights with
the power to restore Arthur's
soul to his body.
The Resurrection Key
(Wilde/Chase 15) Aug 22
2019 AN EXPLOSIVE NEW
WILDE AND CHASE
ADVENTURE FROM THE
INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLING AUTHOR.
'Action, adventure and mayhem
aplenty' Scott Mariani 'A writer
of almost cinematic talent' Daily Express Their days of
death-defying adventure
seemingly behind them,
acclaimed archaeologist Nina
Wilde and her husband, ex-SAS
soldier Eddie Chase, live like
any normal family. However,
when a mythical civilisation is
unearthed deep in the
Antarctic ice, they are drawn
into a battle for control of its
astonishing power. Dashing
from New York to New
Zealand, from futuristic
Chinese cities to the outback of
Australia, they soon confront
the gravest threat they've ever
faced. Pursued by ruthless
mercenaries and a secret
special forces unit, Nina and
Eddie discover the clock is
counting down to the
extermination of all humanity...
Globe-trotting and breathless,
this is perfect for fans of action
thriller authors like Clive
Cussler and Scott Mariani.
Praise for Andy McDermott: 'A
writer of almost cinematic
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talent' - Daily Express,
Scotland 'Adventure stories
don't get much more epic than
this' - Mirror 'McDermott
raises the bar. . . non-stop high
octane action' Publishers
Weekly
Excalibur Mar 09 2021 All he
wanted was a normal life.Alex
McTiernan is an ordinary
college student if you don't
count his social awkwardness,
sketchy past, and a routine
bout of schizophrenia. Normal
and boring, that is, until a
series of dreams lead him to
believe he is a descendant of
the legendary King Arthur.
Guided by an ancient prophecy
written by a madman, Alex
races to find the long lost
sword of his ancestor,
Excalibur. Now if he can just
avoid getting caught in
between two warring secret
organizations working towards
opposite ends as well as the
police, he might stand a
chance. Oh, except for that
pesky magical assassin sent to
assure the sword falls into the
wrong hands, and Arthur's
bloodline fades into history.
The Tomb of Hercules Jul 25
2022 AN ANCIENT WARRIOR.
AN INCREDIBLE TREASURE.
A LETHAL ENEMY. It’s the
opportunity of a lifetime–the
chance to prove that a tomb
containing the remains of the
legendary hero Hercules
actually exists. If American
archaeologist Nina Wilde can
locate it, it will be the most
important historical find ever
unearthed. But as Nina and her
ex-SAS bodyguard, Eddie
Chase, begin their search, it’s
clear that others want to find
the tomb–and the unimaginable
riches within–and will do
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anything to get there first. Who
will find the tomb of Hercules
first, and what fantastic
treasure does it hold? From
New York to Shanghai, from
Switzerland to the diamond
mines of Botswana, Nina and
Eddie must stay one step ahead
of their enemies in a race to
solve a mystery as ancient as
civilization itself. But when a
beautiful woman from Eddie’s
past joins the hunt, all the rules
change–and in this life-anddeath game, their next move
may be the most dangerous one
of all.
The Pyramid of Doom Feb 20
2022 “No fan of Indiana Jones,
Matthew Reilly or action in
general will be able to put it
down.”—Northern Territory
News A BURIED EGYPTIAN
TEMPLE. A SECRET KEPT FOR
6,000 YEARS. A RACE FOR
LIFE WORTH KILLING FOR.
An international TV audience
waits breathlessly as
archaeologists prepare to
break into a long-hidden vault
beneath the Great Sphinx. But
student Macy Sharif has
already made her own shocking
discovery: a religious cult
raiding the site. Their prize? A
map that will lead to something
far more astounding: the lost
pyramid of Osiris. Framed by
corrupt officials, Macy goes on
the run, trying to reach the
only people who can save her
before she is
silenced—permanently.
American archaeologist Nina
Wilde, once a renowned
scientific explorer, now all but
blacklisted by her colleagues, is
trying to rebuild her
reputation. But Macy’s plea for
help will send Nina and ex-SAS
bodyguard Eddie Chase on the
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ultimate treasure hunt. From
the streets of Manhattan to a
yacht off Monaco to a buried
desert site, they’ll follow an
elusive trail stalked by a killer
determined to uncover a sixthousand-year-old secret. And
beneath the forbidding desert,
they’ll enter a forgotten world
both wondrous and horrifying,
where the ancient God of Death
has kept his secrets—until now.
“Adventure stories don’t get
much more epic than
this.”—Daily Mirror (U.K.)
Area 51 Jun 12 2021 Former
Green Beret Mike Turcotte and
his elite team search for the
legendary Excalibur, the sword
of King Arthur, which is the
only weapon that can defeat
their alien enemies, but they
soon discover that they are not
the only ones out to unlock the
secret of the mythic artifact.
Original.
The Six Sacred Stones Feb 08
2021 After their thrilling
exploits in Matthew Reilly’s
bestseller Seven Ancient
Wonders, super-soldier Jack
West and his loyal team of
adventurers are back, and now
they face an all-but impossible
challenge. For a mysterious
ceremony in an unknown
location has triggered a
catastrophic countdown that
will climax in the destruction of
all life on Earth. But there is
one last hope. If Jack’s team
can find and rebuild a
legendary ancient device
known only as the 'Machine',
they might be able to ward off
this coming Armageddon. The
only clues to its location,
however, are held within the
fabled Six Sacred Stones, long
lost in the fog of history. And so
the hunt begins . . . From
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Stonehenge in England, to the
deserts of Egypt, to the
spectacular Three Gorges
region of China, The Six Sacred
Stones will take you on a nonstop rollercoaster ride through
ancient history, modern
military hardware, and some of
the fastest and most mindblowing action you will ever
read.
The Wilde & Chase
Adventures: An Omnibus
Collection Aug 26 2022
Available together for the very
first time, these are the first
three novels in Andy
McDermott's brilliant Wilde
and Chase series. The Hunt for
Atlantis Archaeologist Nina
Wilde believes she has found
the location of the lost city of
Atlantis and now she wants the
opportunity to prove her
theory. With the help of ex-SAS
bodyguard Eddie Chase and
beautiful heiress Kari Frost,
Nina faces a breakneck race
against time around the world,
pursued at every step by
agents of the mysterious - and
murderous - Brotherhood of
Selasphoros. From the jungles
of Brazil to the mountains of
Tibet, from the streets of
Manhattan to the depths of the
Atlantic Ocean, the hunt for
Atlantis leads to a secret
hidden for 11,000 years - which
in the wrong hands could
destroy civilization as we know
it... The Tomb of Hercules
Studies of an ancient text have
convinced archaeologist Nina
Wilde that a tomb containing
the remains of legendary
warrior Hercules may actually
exist. As Nina and Eddie Chase,
her ex-SAS bodyguard and now
boyfriend, begin their search
it's clear that others want to
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find the tomb - and the
unimaginable riches contained
within. Nina and Chase are
soon following a violent trail of
corruption and conspiracy
around the globe. From
Switzerland to Shanghai,
Botswana to London, it's a race
against time to find the Tomb
of Hercules before it falls into
the most evil of hands... The
Secret of Excalibur Said to
make whoever holds it
unstoppable in battle, the
sword Excalibur has thought
lost for over a thousand years.
With a cryptic message to
archaeologist Nina Wilde, this
may be about to change.
Historian Bernd Rust believes
he can locate Excalibur... and
that the sword is the key to
harnessing an incredible
source of energy. Nina is
sceptical - until she and Rust
are attacked by mercenaries
determined to steal his
research. Nina and Chase are
soon propelled into a deadly
race to find Excalibur. From
the deserts of Syria to the
arctic wastes of Russia, the
pair must battle a merciless
enemy who plans to use the
sword's powers to plunge the
world into a new era of war...
The Search for the Stone of
Excalibut May 11 2021
Le Secret d'Excalibur Aug 14
2021 Une arme légendaire
Gravée d'une énigme menant à
une source inépuisable
d'énergie, elle rendrait
invincible quiconque la porte
au combat. Voilà pourquoi
Excalibur, l'épée du roi Arthur,
a toujours été si convoitée.
Mais elle a disparu depuis
l'époque des Templiers et
certains pensent même qu'elle
n'a jamais existé. Des tueurs
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sans pitié L'historien Bernd
Rust pense l'avoir retrouvée,
mais il a besoin de Nina pour
financer ses recherches.
D'abord sceptique, la jeune
directrice de l'agence
internationale du patrimoine
refuse de s'engager... jusqu'à
ce qu'une bande de
mercenaires déterminés
s'empare des travaux de
l'historien. Une course contre
la montre Wilde et Chase n'ont
plus le choix : ils doivent
trouver Excalibur en premier,
pour le bien de l'humanité. Des
déserts de Syrie aux étendues
gelées de l'Arctique, Nina et
son fiancé Eddie, ancien agent
des services secrets, sont
lancés dans une chasse au
trésor qui promet bien des
dangers... « On croirait voir le
film ! » Daily Express « Andy
McDermott s'impose comme un
nouveau maître du genre. » Le
Figaro Magazine Passionné de
cinéma, notamment
d'espionnage et d'aventure,
Andy McDermott revisite les
grands mythes de l'histoire. Le
Secret d'Excalibur est la
troisième aventure des fameux
Wilde et Chase.
Claiming Excalibur Mar 29
2020 Aliana Fagan has done
what many thought impossible:
she’s awakened King Arthur
from his fifteen-hundred-year
sleep, reunited the Knights of
the Round Table, and even
beaten Mordrid and Morgana
LeFay in battle. But the
Destined One’s quest has only
begun. Before the knights can
"unearth and reclaim their lost
relics" they must survive the
trip to Charleston, South
Carolina and meet the newest
member of the Round Table. If
King Arthur’s men thought
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Aliana and Lacy were
tenacious, they'll be even more
surprised by Dawn, the third
member of the fem-trio. Deadly
secrets, unexpected allies, and
a traitor lurking in the shadows
await Aliana and the new
Round Table as they continue
their search for Excalibur.
Their only clue is a beyond
confusing poem from a
mysterious book that speaks of
a terrifying creature guarding
the legendary sword. Trying to
build a somewhat normal
relationship with Sir Galahad
adds a whole new level of
complexity to Aliana’s task,
especially when several among
them suspect the White Knight
may not be wholly himself. Her
friendship with King Arthur
grows closer, and when
circumstances become intense,
he may finally get the chance
with Aliana that he’s been
pining for. Mysteries,
legendary quests, and haunting
memories will either unite the
members of the New Round
Table or fracture their bonds.
Aliana and her crew only have
seven months before the
planets align and Mordrid can
seize the power he needs to
conquer the seven realms. Can
the Destined One keep her new
family together and lead Arthur
to his destiny of saving the
realms? Or will a centuries-old
plot for revenge finally spell
the king’s end?
The Excalibur Codex Oct 24
2019 Jamie Saintclair embarks
on another action-packed
historical adventure,
guaranteed to have you
gripped from page one! A must
read for fans of Dan Brown,
Chris Kuzneski and Scott
Mariani. READERS ARE
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LOVING THE EXCALIBUR
CODEX! "This mystery/thriller
moves at a cracking pace from
page one..." - 5 STARS "I
couldn't put the book down..." 5 STARS "Can't wait to read
the next Jamie Saintclair book really addictive." - 5 STARS
********************************
******* A LEGEND TO SOME. A
SYMBOL TO OTHERS. FOR A
DANGEROUS FEW, THE
MEANS TO A TERRIFYING
END... For countless
generations the sword had
been kept hidden, ready for a
time of need. But not hidden
well enough, because in 1937 it
vanished... 1941 - twelve SS
generals gather to re-enact an
ancient rite and call on the
spirits of Europe's mightiest
warriors to aid them in the
coming battle in the East. At
the heart of the ritual is
Excalibur, the mythical weapon
pulled from a stone by King
Arthur. 2010 - Art recovery
expert Jamie Saintclair laughs
when he reads the codex to a
German war veteran's will, the
strange ritual it describes and
the mention of a sword named
Excalibur. But collector Adam
Steele is convinced - and if
Jamie can find the legendary
sword, he will pay a small
fortune for it. With a team of
international assassins on his
trail, the hunt for Excalibur
takes Jamie from Germany to
eastern Poland and a deadly
encounter in Hitler's Wolf's
Lair... Jamie Saintclair's
adventures continue in The
Samurai Inheritance. Have you
read The Doomsday Testament
and The Isis Covenant, his
previous two adventures?
Kingdom of Darkness Dec 18
2021 For fans of James Rollins
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and Matthew Reilly comes a
gripping, globe-spanning
adventure in Andy
McDermott’s thrilling series
featuring American
archaeologist Nina Wilde and
ex-SAS bodyguard Eddie
Chase. History’s most sought
after treasure is now mankind’s
worst fear. In Los Angeles, a
desperate man seeks out
renowned archaeologist Nina
Wilde and her husband, ex–SAS
soldier Eddie Chase—only to be
gunned down in front of them.
The assassin is soon identified
as a ninety-year-old Nazi war
criminal—with the body of a
healthy forty-year-old.
Following the victim’s final
warnings, Nina and Eddie
travel to Cairo to inspect the
newly discovered tomb of
Alexander the Great. But the
real find is hidden in one of its
treasures—a mechanical guide
leading to one of antiquity’s
most tantalizing myths: a
spring of water said to give
eternal life to those who drink
it. Nina, Eddie, and a team of
Mossad agents realize that the
myth is real, and that a group
of former SS men who have
tasted this water are now
hunting for its source. But
before they can act, Nina is
kidnapped and spirited away to
a secret Nazi enclave in
Argentina, igniting a fierce,
fateful, globe-spanning
struggle in which her life hangs
in the balance. All the while a
terrifying possibility
emerges—that the world’s
darkest evil could live on
forever. Praise for the novels of
Andy McDermott “Raises the
bar to please adventure junkies
who prefer to mainline their
action.”—Publishers Weekly
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(starred review), on The Hunt
for Atlantis “A fun, action-filled
James Bond/Indiana
Jones–esque story.”—Geek
Speak Magazine, on Return to
Atlantis “Adventure stories
don’t get much more epic than
this.”—Daily Mirror (U.K.)
Praise for Kingdom of Darkness
“When it comes to
archaeological adventure
thrillers, I’m not sure that
there’s anyone writing in the
genre today who is stronger,
smarter, or more consistent
than Andy McDermott. His
Nina Wilde and Eddie Chase
series is like a mixture of
Indiana Jones, James Bond,
Dirk Pitt, and Jack Bauer. . . .
Kingdom of Darkness is smart,
clever, and exciting stuff. . . . If
you’re looking for a solid
archaeological adventure that
is as committed to the history
as to the thrills, then this is
definitely worth a
read.”—Beauty in Ruins
“Nonstop, relentless extreme
action . . . [McDermott’s]
thrillers have become
increasingly accomplished,
confident and rounded. The
characters of Nina and Eddie
are so well developed they
appear almost to have a life of
their own and their story has
become arguably the most
important aspect of the books.
The plots are always exciting,
pacey and gobsmacking [and]
the runaway train action is
matched by heart, with many
laugh-out-loud lines as well as
other scenes of devastating
sadness or cruelty. What a
fantastic series!”—For Winter
Nights “As ever, Andy
McDermott mixes high-action
car chases, gun battles and
mysterious quests, then shakes
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them well to provide an
explosive cocktail. A breakneck
running battle on a speeding
train is an absolute classic,
reminiscent of Bond films at
their best.”—Crime Review “An
excellent thriller, exhausting,
laugh-out-loud funny and
gobsmackingly heartbreaking.
If you like high octane thrillers
then you cannot miss this
book.”—Parmenion Books
The Secret of Excalibur
(Wilde/Chase 3) Oct 28 2022
The third thrilling adventure
thriller featuring archaeologist
Nina Wilde, in which Nina must
find Excalibur, King Arthur’s
beloved sword. Said to make
whoever holds it unstoppable
in battle, the sword Excalibur
has been coveted across the
ages, and thought lost for over
a thousand years. With a
cryptic message to
archaeologist Nina Wilde, this
may be about to change.
Historian Bernd Rust believes
he can locate Excalibur... and
that the sword is the key to
harnessing an incredible
source of energy. Nina is
sceptical – until she and Rust
are attacked by mercenaries
determined to steal his
research. Nina and her
boyfriend, ex-SAS soldier Eddie
Chase, are soon propelled into
a deadly race to find Excalibur.
From the deserts of Syria to
the arctic wastes of Russia,
Nina and Chase must battle a
merciless enemy who plans to
use the sword’s powers to
plunge the world into a new
era of war...
The Secret of The Sword Aug
02 2020 An ancient bloodline.
A powerful enemy. A hidden
sword with the power to save
or destroy the Earth. Ian
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Dekker is a twenty-five-year-old
filmmaker and hockey fanatic
living a happy life in Toronto,
but little does he know his
destiny is about to change
forever. The arrival of a
mysterious letter from his
deceased grandfather draws
him back to his home city of
Montreal, to his grandfather’s
old house, where he follows
clues that lead him to an
astonishing truth. Ian is a
descendant of the Pendragons:
the family who, in the Middle
Ages, established a vast empire
in Western Europe, giving
rising to legendary figures such
as the High King Uther, whose
mentor was none other than
the great wizard Merlin.
However, as Ian learns, King
Uther had a jealous sibling
named Morgana, who, after
living in her brother’s shadow,
turned to darkness in order to
gain power and exact her
revenge. Merlin and Uther
managed to trap Morgana
inside the sword
Excalibur—but now, centuries
later, she is on the brink of
escaping her magical prison
with the help of loyal followers.
This is where Ian comes in. Just
like his grandfather before him,
Ian must harness his magic and
inner strength in order to keep
evil at bay. Armed with only his
grandfather’s journal, myth
comes to life, and Ian is swept
into an adventure that takes
him across the world and
between realms—from light
into shadow—as he accepts his
destiny. By his side is his
childhood friend, Kate, as well
as his mother, Lynn, who both
help him navigate the
mysterious waters of his family
history. Ian’s courage and
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strength are tested as he
searches for answers, meeting
cruel enemies along the way
who use trickery and
possession in order to pursue
Ian in his quest. In this story,
good and evil have the same
destination, and only the legacy
of a grandson—fuelled by his
grandfather’s love and
trust—can save the world from
complete destruction.
Le Secret d'Excalibur Apr 10
2021
Project X-Calibur Jul 01 2020
Ben has been an underdog his
whole life. But when he meets
Merlin—the Merlin—the wizard
delivers devastating news: a
vicious band of aliens are
approaching, and Ben could be
the champion Earth
desperately needs. Soon Ben
joins the Round Table Reboot,
where legendary heroes are
training a new generation to
battle the deadly threat. They
have a secret weapon: XCalibur. But this time X-Calibur
is not a sword -- it's a spaceship
-- and only the right kid can
awaken its powers. All Ben has
ever wanted is to be a
hero…but is it in the stars for
him?
Excalibur Epic Collection Nov
24 2019 Collects Excalibur
(1988) #104-115, -1; Colossus
(1997) #1; Kitty Pryde: Agent
of S.H.I.E.L.D. (1997) #1-3;
New Mutants: Truth or Death
(1997) #1-3. Britain no more?
When the mystical Dragons of
the Crimson Dawn target Brian
Braddock, a sacrifice must be
made to save the world! Even
with Spiral as their unlikely
ally, can Excalibur stop the
Dragons' interdimensional
scheme in time? Plus: As Kitty
Pryde comes to terms with
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Douglock, the Phalanx in the
shape of her dead best friend,
S.H.I.E.L.D. comes calling! But
what do they want with her,
and how does it involve the
vengeful spirit of Ogun?
Meanwhile, Colossus and
Meggan share high-stakes
adventure in Wundagore and
Murderworld! Wolfsbane and
Douglock attend a New
Mutants reunion with a timetripping twist! Pete Wisdom's
past comes back to haunt him!
And flash back to
Nightcrawler's circus days!
Temple of the Gods
(Wilde/Chase 8) Dec 06 2020
Another brilliant Wilde/Chase
thriller from one of the best in
the business - Andy
McDermott. Archaeologist Nina
Wilde's life has fallen apart.
Her husband, ex-SAS soldier
Eddie Chase is on the run,
falsely accused of murder, and
her only distraction has been
investigating the origin of three
strange statues stolen from her
just before Eddie's
disappearance. When Nina
discovers they may be relics
from the lost civilisation of
Atlantis, it's clear that she has
to get her head back in the
game, and fast. Eddie,
meanwhile, tries to stay ahead
of the authorities as he hunts
the man responsible for his
fugitive status across the globe.
A mysterious benefactor offers
the information he needs - but
the price will put him in direct
conflict with his wife. When
Nina learns that a Japanese
industrialist has obtained the
statues on the black market she
immediately heads to Tokyo
meet him, unaware that Eddie
is already on his way. Their
arrival unleashes a chain of
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events that could have
devastating consequences for
the world, setting Nina and
Eddie on their most dangerous
quest ever - with the future of
humanity itself at stake...
Excalibur Epic Collection
Nov 05 2020 Collects Excalibur
(1988) #42-58, Excalibur: XX
Crossing (1992) #1, material
from Marvel Comics Presents
(1988) #110. Alan Davis
returns to Excalibur! The
legendary artist takes over the
writing chores to steer
Shadowcat, Nightcrawler,
Phoenix, Captain Britain and
Meggan to new heights of
greatness — and madness! The
troublesome Technet return to
wreak havoc! The Captain
Britain Corps puts Brian
Braddock on trial! Meggan
searches for her past! And
Excalibur deals with the offbeat
arrivals of Kylun and Cerise!
But what is the fearsome threat
of the Anti-Phoenix, and who
has been pulling Excalibur’s
strings since the very
beginning? Plus: Secrets of the
Phoenix Force are revealed, the
Crazy Gang makes its bizarre
return and Captain Britain’s
sister, Psylocke, stops by — to
help battle their older brother,
the insane Jamie Braddock!
Guest-starring Spider-Man and
the X-Men!
Broken Sword Jan 27 2020 A
love triangle made legend...A
chance to rewrite the
stars.LancelotI spent my life in
service to my king, loyal to my
queen, and loved by them both.
Until she ruined me.Guinevere
made her choice and it wasn't
me. So I sought out a way to
fight the pain of losing her...of
losing them both. Eternally
languishing in purgatory was
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not what I had in mind.But
now, hundreds of years later,
I've been returned to life for a
reason. The end times are here,
and I'm the one chosen to help
stop the apocalypse. I only wish
the woman I'm bound to wasn't
the very one I'd tried to
forget.My Gwen had a secret
she never shared in our past
life together. She's a witch,
cursed to live forever, and she's
never forgiven me for what
happened between us.I am
Lancelot du Lac. I was her
champion once, I will be again,
and this time, I won't so
willingly share.BrooksI never
wanted to share Gwen, not with
anyone, and definitely not with
Lancelot. But now that he's
gone and the truth about my
past has been revealed,
everything is different.I used to
be a king. I lived my life
shrouded by a lie. Afraid to
take the love I desperately
wanted-love from my queen as
well as my knight. That fear is
the reason I lost both of them.
This is my second chance to be
the man Gwen needs, to take
up Excalibur and stop the
apocalypse, and to finally
accept who I truly am.I am
Arthur Pendragon, at least, I
was. In our past I broke both
Gwen and Lancelot. But this
time, I'll be the hero they each
deserve.
The Excalibur Curse Nov 17
2021 The gripping conclusion
to the acclaimed Arthurian
fantasy trilogy from New York
Times bestselling author
Kiersten White finds Guinevere
questioning
everything—friends and
enemies, good and evil, and,
most of all, herself. While
journeying north toward the
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Dark Queen, Guinevere falls
into the hands of her enemies.
Behind her are Lancelot,
trapped on the other side of the
magical barrier they created to
protect Camelot, and Arthur,
who has been led away from
his kingdom, chasing after false
promises. But the greatest
danger isn’t what lies ahead of
Guinevere—it’s what’s been
buried inside her. Vowing to
unravel the truth of her past
with or without Merlin’s help,
Guinevere joins forces with the
sorceress Morgana and her
son, Mordred—and faces the
confusing, forbidden feelings
she still harbors for him. When
Guinevere makes an agonizing
discovery about who she is and
how she came to be, she finds
herself with an impossible
choice: fix a terrible crime, or
help prevent war. Guinevere is
determined to set things right,
whatever the cost. To defeat a
rising evil. To remake a
kingdom. To undo the mistakes
of the past...even if it means
destroying herself. Guinevere
has been a changeling, a witch,
a queen—but what does it
mean to be just a girl?
Excalibur Briefing May 31
2020
The Hunt for Atlantis May 23
2022 A LOST CIVILIZATION. A
DANGEROUS QUEST. A
DEADLY SECRET. It’s one of
history’s most enduring and
controversial legends—the lost
city of Atlantis. Archaeologist
Nina Wilde is certain she’s
solved the riddle of its
whereabouts—and with the
help of reclusive billionaire
Kristian Frost, his beautiful
daughter, Kari, and ex-SAS
bodyguard Eddie Chase, she’s
about to make the most
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important discovery in
centuries. But not everyone
wants them to succeed: a
powerful and mysterious
organization will stop at
nothing to ensure that a secret
submerged for 11,000 years
never resurfaces. More than
one would-be discoverer has
already died in pursuit of
Atlantis’s secrets—including
Nina’s own parents. Failure
isn’t an option. From the
streets of Manhattan to the
Brazilian jungle, from a Tibetan
mountaintop to the bottom of
the Atlantic Ocean, Nina and
Eddie will race against
time—and follow a trail of
danger and death to a
revelation so explosive, it could
destroy civilization forever….
Return to Atlantis Jun 24 2022
American archaeologist Nina
Wilde and her husband, ex-SAS
bodyguard Eddie Chase, are
back for another heartstopping, globe-spanning
adventure in the latest New
York Times bestselling series
that “raises the bar to please
adventure junkies who prefer
to mainline their action”
(Publishers Weekly, starred
review). A MISSING SCRAP OF
ANCIENT PARCHMENT.
THREE POLISHED PURPLE
STONES. AND FROM THE
SUNKEN WORLD OF
ATLANTIS: THE GREATEST
POWER ON EARTH. Nina
Wilde and Eddie Chase have
stunned the world with their
discoveries, from the legendary
sword Excalibur to the golden
city of El Dorado. Now, by
bringing together three ancient
statues from three different
continents, Nina is about to tap
into a colossal energy
source—one not felt since the
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days of Atlantis. But when the
statues are stolen and Eddie is
falsely accused of murder,
forcing him to go on the run to
hunt the man responsible, a
violent struggle erupts among
a secret, vastly powerful group
that wants to control Nina and
the earth energy. From a
glittering, high-tech skyscraper
in Japan to a harrowing chase
beneath the Vatican and an
underground military vault in
Nevada, she and Eddie must
piece together an astounding
puzzle. For Nina Wilde is the
key to a plot that will change
the world forever. And Eddie is
the key to keeping her alive.
The Revelation Code Mar 21
2022 For fans of James Rollins
and Matthew Reilly comes the
next exciting, globe-trotting
adventure in Andy
McDermott’s explosive series
featuring American
archaeologist Nina Wilde and
ex-SAS bodyguard Eddie
Chase. The Bible’s last book
hides a secret that could end
the world. In the heart of Iraq,
on the eve of Operation Iraqi
Freedom, a CIA special forces
unit met with Arab rebels near
long-hidden ancient ruins, a
place from which the
Americans were direly warned
to stay away. But team member
Ezekiel Cross didn’t listen and
made an astounding
discovery—one worth killing
for. Now Cross is a ruthless
cult leader on an ominous
mission. Convinced that he’s
unlocked the secrets of the
Bible’s Book of Revelation, he’s
determined to gather four
stone angels that will trigger
God’s promised End of Days.
And he’s not alone. A former
U.S. president, with a vision of
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all-out religious warfare, plays
a role in the dark plot. But
while Cross may have the clues
to tracking down the remaining
angels, he hasn’t been able to
match them to real-world
locations. For that he has
coerced famed archaeologist
Nina Wilde into assisting him,
using her husband, ex–special
forces soldier Eddie Chase, as
collateral. With Eddie held
hostage, Nina is forced to
recover relics of untold power
from Rome to Israel. She must
find a way to halt Cross’s mad
quest, because the last piece of
the puzzle is at hand—and with
it comes the most terrifying
revelation of all. Praise for The
Revelation Code “There is no
end to the mischief that
husband and wife team Eddie
Chase and Nina Wilde can get
into; no archaeological mystery
is safe; and if X marks the spot
you can bet that that’s where
you’ll also find Nina and Eddie,
no doubt looking a bit battered.
. . . This is such a strong series
and I can never get enough of
it. The Revelation Code is a fine
addition to it, combining a
great plot and mystery with a
new phase in Eddie and Nina’s
relationship. I cannot wait to
see what happens next.
Nothing will be the same
again.”—For Winter Nights “A
fun, frantic read that moves
along at a breakneck pace,
even through heavy scenes of
torture, religious insanity, and
political posturing . . . big-time
popcorn adventure fun,
complete with a dose of history
and humor.”—Beauty in Ruins
The Midas Legacy Jan 19
2022 American archaeologist
Nina Wilde and her husband,
ex-SAS bodyguard Eddie
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Chase, search for King Midas’s
legacy in the latest thrilling
adventure in Andy
McDermott’s globe-spanning
series. For Nina Wilde and her
ex-SAS husband Eddie Chase,
locating the legendary lost city
of Atlantis was just the
beginning of an even greater
quest: to discover what
mysterious treasure drew an
ancient Atlantean explorer to
the Himalayas. But they’re
unaware of the risks they face,
the secrets gathering around
them, and the powerful forces
desperate to possess history’s
greatest prize. High in the
snowbound peaks, Nina and
Eddie uncover a cave guarded
by Buddhist monks. There, a

shadowy enemy awaits them.
And after a vicious battle, Nina
finds herself with a fragment of
a millennia-old puzzle—and
questions only one person can
answer: her long-lost
grandmother. Drawing on her
family’s painful secrets, Nina
gains knowledge that will lead
her and Eddie from a remote
Icelandic retreat to the Hermit
Kingdom of North Korea—and
expose the shocking truth
about the mythical King Midas
and a terrifying plot that could
doom all humankind. Praise for
Andy McDermott “Nonstop,
relentless extreme action . . .
What a fantastic series!”—For
Winter Nights, on Kingdom of
Darkness “A fun, frantic read
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that moves along at a
breakneck pace . . . big-time
popcorn adventure fun,
complete with a dose of history
and humor.”—Beauty in Ruins,
on The Revelation Code
“Adventure stories don’t get
much more epic than
this.”—Daily Mirror (U.K.)
Excalibur the Magic Sword Oct
04 2020
The Saxon Shore Feb 26 2020
The saga of Camulod, founded
by the descendants of brave
Romans who forged a new life
for Celt and Roman together
after the departure of the
Legions, continues as Arthur is
born and given into the care of
Merlyn. Reprint. 12,500 first
printing.
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